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The Collected Papers of Bertrand Russell, Volume 26

2020-12-30

the collected papers of bertrand russell volume 26 covers a period of transition in russell s political life between his orthodox and sometimes pugnacious defence of the west in the early post war and
the dissenting advocacy of nuclear disarmament and d�tente that started in earnest in the mid 1950s while some of the assembled writings echo harsh prior criticism of soviet expansionism and
dictatorship others register growing qualms about the recklessness of american foreign policy and the baneful effects on civil liberties of anti communist hysteria inside the united states whether
continuing to push for western rearmament or highlighting in a more placatory vein the folly of the cold war s divisions and rival fanaticisms russell s paramount objective was avoiding a war that
threatened global catastrophe suspended between fear and hope he expounded his evolving political concerns and much else besides including autobiographical reflections and typically common sense
guidance for living well in a constant flow of newspaper and magazine articles letters to editors radio broadcasts and discussions and of special note a nobel prize acceptance speech russell also
completed two lecture tours of the united states the last of many as well as a landmark such visit to australia all three of these journeys and the textual record they left are examined in depth using
manuscript material and unpublished correspondence from the bertrand russell archives at mcmaster university which is mined extensively throughout the volume

International Cold War Military Records and History

1996

en sammenfatning af sagsakter og historiske kilder der refererer til begge parter i den kolde krig

International Cold War Military Records and History

1996

south korea in the 1950s was home to a burgeoning film culture one of the many golden age cinemas that flourished in asia during the postwar years cold war cosmopolitanism offers a transnational
cultural history of south korean film style in this period focusing on the works of han hyung mo director of the era s most glamorous and popular women s pictures including the blockbuster madame
freedom 1956 christina klein provides a unique approach to the study of film style illuminating how han s films took shape within a free world network of aesthetic and material ties created by the
legacies of japanese colonialism the construction of us military bases the waging of the cultural cold war by the cia the forging of regional political alliances and the import of popular cultures from
around the world klein combines nuanced readings of han s sophisticated style with careful attention to key issues of modernity such as feminism cosmopolitanism and consumerism in the first monograph
devoted to this major korean director a free open access ebook is available upon publication learn more at luminosoa org

International Cold War Military Records and History

1996

this book examines the nato reports on the soviet bloc s political and economic system from 1951 to the aftermath of the soviet invasion of czechoslovakia and the beginning of detente as part of the
wider history of cold war alliances the detailed assessments of the nato experts regarding the non military aspects of soviet power are a crucial indicator of western allied perceptions of the
adversary their study allows us to widen the discussion on the western alliance the accuracy of its information or perceptions and the nature of the cold war hatzivassiliou argues that the cold
war was not only a strategic dilemma although it certainly was that as well but also the latest stage of the crisis of legitimization which had been raging since the dawn of modernity nato western
analysis is examined in this context at the same time the book discusses the relative influence of the major nato members us and british influence was strong while french west german and italian influence
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was also significant in the drafting of the reports and thus in shaping the alliance s perceptions during the cold war this book will be of much interest to students of nato cold war studies
international history foreign policy and ir in general

Cold War Cosmopolitanism

2020-01-21

based on seven lectures on the end of the cold war delivered between september 26 and october 15 1989 at brown university pref

NATO and Western Perceptions of the Soviet Bloc

2014-05-30

the unexpected end of the protracted conflict has been a sobering experience for scholars no theory had anticipated how the cold war would be terminated and none should also be relied upon to
explicate its legacy but instead of relying on preconceived formulas to project past developments taking a historical perspective to explain their causes and consequences allows one to better
understand trends and their long term significance the present book takes such perspective focusing on the evolution of security its substance as well as its perception the concurrent development of
alliances and other cooperative structures for security and their effectiveness in managing conflicts in the legacy of the cold war vojtech mastny and zhu liqun bring together scholars to examine the
worldwide effects of the cold war on international security focusing on regions where the cold war made the most enduring impact the euro atlantic area and east asia historians political scientists
and international relations scholars explore alliances and other security measures during the cold war and how they carry over into the twenty first century

The End of the Cold War?

1990

these halting efforts complicated by the difficulties of managing the occupation along with britain france and the soviet union exacerbated an already monumental undertaking and fueled the looming
cold war confrontation between east and west

The Legacy of the Cold War

2013-12-16

the term cold war was first used in public by winston churchill speaking at westminster college in fulton missouri in march 1946 the department of defense has recently defined the period of the conflict
from 2 september 1945 the date japan formally surrendered after world war ii to 26 december 1991 when mikhail gorbachev resigned as soviet president and the soviet union was disbanded the cold war
was a significant historical anomaly for the united states we had never fought a war over such an extended period more than 40 years downsizing after such a lengthy time was very p a i n f u l because
for the first time in our recent history everyone in uniform was a volunteer when the conflict was over and never had so many served in fighting a war an estimated 22 million men and women were engaged
in one way or another while a significant number of our military forces were engaged with the soviet union the warriors in the front lines day in and day out were the members of the strategic air command
known simply as sac by most the command stood up in march 1946 with 37 000 warriors peaked with almost 283 000 men and women in 1962 and was disbanded with the stand up of the united states
strategic command in june 1992 i can think of no one more qualified or prepared to tell the cold war story than maj gen christopher s adams usaf retired in the trenches as a bomber pilot and missile crew
member for most of his career he was part of that professional group expected to perform flawlessly on every mission simulator ride or alert tour a tough but compassionate leader chris was one of
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the most respected revered and effective wing and air division commanders in the history of sac his leadership footprints are still visible in the halls of us strategic command even today he has a rare
talent for unbiased observation an uncanny ability to cut through the chaff and the savvy to tell a gripping story this book inside the cold war tells that story in my view better than anything
published to date we fought the cold war with hundreds of thousands of dedicated professionals like capt chris adams we won the cold war because of the extraordinary leadership and vision of a
relatively few senior officers like maj gen christopher adams

Waltzing Into the Cold War

2002

in a gripping story of international power and deception jeffrey engel reveals the special relationship between the united states and great britain in a new and far more competitive light as allies they
fought communism as rivals they locked horns over which would lead the cold war fight in the quest for sovereignty and hegemony one important key was airpower which created jobs forged ties with
the developing world and perhaps most importantly in a nuclear world ensured military superiority only the united states and britain were capable of supplying the post war world s ravenous appetite
for aircraft the americans hoped to use this dominance as a bludgeon not only against the soviets and chinese but also against any ally that deviated from washington s rigid brand of anticommunism
eager to repair an economy shattered by war and never as committed to unflinching anticommunism as their american allies the british hoped to sell planes even beyond the iron curtain reaping profits
improving east west relations and garnering the strength to withstand american hegemony engel traces the bitter fights between these intimate allies from europe to latin america to asia as each sought
control over the sale of aircraft and technology throughout the world the anglo american competition for aviation supremacy affected the global balance of power and the fates of developing
nations such as india pakistan and china but without aviation engel argues britain would never have had the strength to function as a brake upon american power the way trusted allies should

Inside the Cold War

2009-09-01

as world war ii drew to a close the united states and the soviet union began to maneuver for position in postwar europe in the first exploratory moves of what would soon become a worldwide
contest for power and prestige in bulgaria michael boll finds a unique vantage point for study of the processes of international politics during these years of the emergence of the cold war bulgaria he
writes was to assume a significance for both the united states and the soviet union greater than that small nation s intrinsic importance to either great power bulgaria had joined the axis under
pressure during the war though it alone among the axis satellites had refused to declare war on the soviet union willing in 1943 to lend support to an american plan devised to bring about bulgaria s
surrender and its participation in the war against germany the soviet by the fall of 1944 was to invade bulgaria and form an alliance with the bulgarian communists who offered dependable support in
the red army s continuing war effort when military objectives were replaced by the soviet s political drive for consolidation of its newly won empire the bulgarian communists remained indispensable allies
and continued the determined campaign that culminated in 1947 in declaration of the people s republic of bulgaria boll refutes the frequent charge of american nonpolicy toward eastern europe in this
period concluding that the loss of bulgaria was the result not of the lack of determined policy but of a realistic assessment of american capabilities and strategic priorities cold war in the balkans
drawing on important new eastern european sources and newly declassified british and american archives relates international diplomatic history to local political developments in a way that gives
new depth to the study of cold war origins

Cold War at 30,000 Feet

2007-03-31

the question of the italian colonies played an important part in the breakdown of allied cooperation after the second world war britain and the united states were closely involved in this question yet
their respective roles have not received the detailed historical attention which they merit based on extensive research in british and american archives this book will seek to analyse british and us policy
on this question within its cold war context
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Cold War in the Balkans

2014-07-15

technical artist and military historian george bradford covers the cold war from the end of world war ii through 1990

Cold War in the Desert

2000-06-05

this book tells the story of the rise and decline of the united electrical radio and machine workers of america ue from 1933 to 1990 once the third largest industrial union in the united states the ue
was the most powerful left wing institution in u s history and arguably the most significant victim of the anti communist purges that marked post world war ii america this is an institutional study of
the formation of the ue and the struggle for its control by left wing and right wing factions unlike most books on unions during the cold war this study carries the story up to the present showing the
long term effects of the ideological battles

Cold War Armored Fighting Vehicles

2010-10-21

when the soviet union collapsed on december 26 1991 it looked like the start of a remarkable new era of peace and co operation but russia emerged from the 1990s battered and humiliated goaded on by
a triumphant west a new russia has emerged with a large arsenal of upgraded weapons conventional and nuclear determined to reassert its national interests in chechnya georgia and ukraine as well as
fighting a proxy war in the middle east conradi argues that we have consistently failed to understand russia and its motives and in doing so have made a powerful enemy

Cold War in the Working Class

1995-01-01

in october 1962 when the soviet union deployed nuclear missiles in cuba the most dangerous confrontation of the cold war ensued bringing the world close to the brink of nuclear war over two tense
weeks u s president john f kennedy and soviet premier nikita khrushchev managed to negotiate a peaceful resolution to what was nearly a global catastrophe drawing on the best recent scholarship and
previously unexamined documents from the archives of the former soviet union this introductory volume examines the motivations and calculations of the major participants in the conflict sets the
crisis in the context of the broader history of the global cold war and traces the effects of the crisis on subsequent international and regional geopolitical relations selections from twenty primary
sources provide firsthand accounts of the frantic deliberations and realpolitik diplomacy between the u s the u s s r and fidel castro s cuban regime thirteen illustrations are also included contents
introduction the making of a global crisis the origins of the cold war a new front in the cold war the cold war in latin america the cuban revolution and the soviet union u s and regional responses to
the cuban revolution operation zapata the bay of pigs operation anadyr soviet missiles in cuba crisis d�nouement the missiles of november evaluating the leadership on all sides of the crisis nuclear
fallout consequences of the missile crisis the future of cuban soviet relations latin american responses to the missile crisis conclusion lessons of the cuban missile crisis historiography of the cuban
missile crisis documents memorandum for mcgeorge bundy from arthur schlesinger jr april 10 1961 state department white paper april 1961 from the cable on the conversation between gromyko and
kennedy october 18 1962 telegram from soviet foreign minister gromyko to the cc cpsu october 20 1962 president john f kennedy s speech to the nation october 22 1962 resolution adopted by the
council of the organization of american states acting provisionally as the organ of consultation october 23 1962 message from mexican president adolfo l�pez mateos to cuban president osvaldo
dortic�s october 23 1962 letter from khrushchev to john f kennedy october 24 1962 telegram from soviet ambassador to the usa dobrynin to the ussr mfa october 24 1962 memorandum for president
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kennedy from douglas dillon october 26 1962 telegram from fidel castro to n s khrushchev october 26 1962 letter from khrushchev to fidel castro october 28 1962 cable from ussr ambassador to
cuba alekseev to soviet ministry of foreign affairs october 28 1962 telegram from soviet deputy foreign minister kuznetsov and ambassador to the u n zorin to ussr foreign ministry 1 october 30 1962
premier khrushchev s letter to prime minister castro october 30 1962 prime minister castro s letter to premier khrushchev october 31 1962 meeting of the secretary of the communist party of cuba with
mikoyan in the presidential palace november 4 1962 brazilian foreign ministry memorandum question of cuba november 20 1968 letter from khrushchev to fidel castro january 31 1963 i know something
about the caribbean crisis notes from a conversation with fidel castro november 5 1987 select bibliography

Who Lost Russia?

2017

a history of u s relations with yugoslavia from 1948 to 1960

The Cuban Missile Crisis and the Cold War

2018

between december 28 1975 and january 11 1976 a groundbreaking hockey event took place super series 76 eight national hockey league clubs each hosted a single exhibition game against one of two
touring teams from the ussr central red army or wings of the soviet officially nothing was at stake but serious hockey fans realized that a cold war clash of political ideologies was occurring on
north american ice surfaces the top pro teams would finally meet the best amateurs from the soviet elite league the reputations of the nhl and soviet hockey were both on the line canadians already
knew how strong the soviets were based on the eye opening experiences of both countries hockey stars in the 1972 and 1974 summit series for many americans however the talents of the exotic eastern
bloc visitors provided a stunning revelation this book outlines the history of the intense canada ussr hockey rivalry that preceded super series 76 and then focuses on those eight captivating games in
new york pittsburgh montreal buffalo boston chicago long island and philadelphia two of these contests are still widely discussed today for vastly different reasons one may have been the greatest
hockey game ever played

Keeping Tito Afloat

1997

the riveting secret story of the hundred year intelligence war between russia and the west with lessons for our new superpower conflict with china spies is the history of the secret war that russia and
the west have been waging for a century espionage sabotage and subversion were the kremlin s means to equalize the imbalance of resources between the east and west before during and after the cold
war there was nothing unprecedented about russian meddling in the 2016 us presidential election it was simply business as usual new means used for old ends the cold war started long before 1945 but
the west fought back after world war ii mounting its own shadow war using disinformation vast intelligence networks and new technologies against the soviet union spies is an inspiring engrossing
story of the best and worst of mankind bravery and honor treachery and betrayal the narrative shifts across continents and decades from the freezing streets of st petersburg in 1917 to the bloody
beaches of normandy from coups in faraway lands to present day moscow where troll farms synthetic bots and weaponized cyber attacks being launched on the woefully unprepared west it is about the
rise and fall of eastern superpowers russia s past and present and the global ascendance of china mining hitherto secret archives in multiple languages calder walton shows that the cold war started
earlier than commonly assumed that it continued even after the soviet union s collapse in 1991 and that britain and america s clandestine struggle with the soviet government provides key lessons for
countering china today this fresh reading of history combined with practical takeaways for our current great power struggles make spies a unique and essential addition to the history of the cold war
and the unrolling conflict between the united states and china that will dominate the 21st century
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Cold War on Ice

2023-10-11

to declare oneself a conservative in american foreign policy is to enter immediately into a fractious long standing debate should america retreat from the world deal with the world as it is or try to
transform it in its own image which school of thought traditionalist realist or neoconservative is closest to the country s ideals and interests with the dramatic shift in american foreign policy since
9 11 these differences have been brought into stark relief especially by the bush administration s decision to go to war in iraq this book brings together the most articulate and influential voices in the
debate among conservatives over the tactics and strategy of america s engagement in iraq the collection runs the gamut from protests to second thoughts to full throated endorsements the
contributors are major conservative spokesmen whose ideological influences have a role in guiding the bush administration as it formulates its policy goals for iraq

Spies

2023-06-06

at the height of the cold war soviet ideologues policymakers diplomats and military officers perceived the countries of africa asia and latin america as the future reserve of socialism holding the key to
victory over western forces the zero sum nature of east west global competition induced the united states to try to thwart soviet ambitions the result was predictable the two superpowers engaged
in proxy struggles against each other in faraway little understood lands often ending up entangled in protracted and highly destructive local fights that did little to serve their own agendas using a
wealth of recently declassified sources this book tells the complex story of soviet involvement in the horn of africa a narrowly defined geographic entity torn by the rivalry of two large countries
ethiopia and somalia from the beginning of the cold war until the demise of the soviet union at different points in the twentieth century this region arguably one of the poorest in the world attracted
broad international interest and large quantities of advanced weaponry making it a cold war flashpoint the external actors ultimately failed to achieve what they wanted from the local conflicts a
lesson relevant for u s policymakers today as they ponder whether to use force abroad in the wake of the unhappy experiences in iraq and afghanistan

Videoteleconference, Exploring the U.S./Russian Relationship in the Post Cold War Era

1992

published for the first time the history of the cia s clandestine short wave radio broadcasts to eastern europe and the ussr during the early cold war is covered in depth chapters describe the gray
broadcasting of radio free europe and radio liberty in munich clandestine or black radio broadcasts from radio nacional de espana in madrid to estonia latvia lithuania and ukraine transmissions to
bulgaria romania albania ukraine and the ussr from a secret site near athens and broadcasts to byelorussia and slovakia infiltrated behind the iron curtain through dangerous air drops and boat
landings cia and other intelligence service agents faced counterespionage kidnapping assassination arrest and imprisonment excerpts from broadcasts taken from monitoring reports of eastern europe
intelligence agencies are included

The Right War?

2005-08-08

this book analyses and compares how the usa s liberal allies responded to the use of torture against their citizens after 9 11 did they resist tolerate or support the bush administration s policies
concerning the mistreatment of detainees when their own citizens were implicated and what were the reasons for their actions australia the uk and canada are liberal democracies sharing similar political
cultures values and alliances with america yet they behaved differently when their citizens caught up in the war on terror were tortured how states responded to citizens human rights claims and
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predicaments was shaped in part by demands for accountability placed on the executive government by domestic actors this book argues that civil society actors in particular were influenced by
nuanced differences in their national political and legal contexts that enabled or constrained human rights activism it maps the conditions under which individuals and groups were more or less likely to
become engaged when fellow citizens were tortured focusing on national rights culture the domestic legal and political human rights framework and political opportunities

The Soviet Union and the Horn of Africa during the Cold War

2016-03-17

featuring new evidence on mao stalin and the road to the 1950 summit the 1954 geneva conference sino albanian summits 1961 67 mongolia and the cold war north korea in 1956 romania and the sino
us opening cover

Cold War Frequencies

2021-03-23

for over forty years cold war concerns about the threat of communism shaped the contours of refugee and asylum policy in the united states and the majority of those admitted as refugees came from
communist countries in the post cold war period a wider range of geopolitical and domestic interests influence which populations policymakers prioritize for admission the refugee challenge in post cold
war america examines the actors and interests that have shaped refugee and asylum policy since 1989 policymakers are now considering a wider range of populations as potentially eligible for
protection victims of civil unrest genocide trafficking environmental upheaval and gender based discrimination among others many of those granted protected status since 1989 would never have been
considered for admission during the cold war among the challenges of the post cold war era are the growing number of asylum seekers who have petitioned for protection at a port of entry and are
backlogging the immigration courts concerns over national security have also resulted in deterrence policies that have raised important questions about the rights of refugees and the duties of nations
mar�a cristina garc�a evaluates the challenges of reconciling international humanitarian obligations with domestic concerns for national security

Liberal Democracies and the Torture of Their Citizens

2017-02-09

this book sheds new light on the foreign policies roles and positions of neutral states and the non aligned movement nam in the global cold war the volume places the neutral states and the nam in the
context of the cold war and demonstrates the links between the east the west and the so called third world in doing so this collection provides readers an alternative way of exploring the evolution
and impact of the cold war on north south connections that challenges traditional notions of the post 1945 history of international relations the various contributions are framed against the
backdrop of the evolution of the cold war international system and the decolonization process in the southern hemisphere by juxtaposing the policies of european neutrals and countries of the nam this
book offers new perspectives on the evolution of the cold war with the links between these two groups of countries receiving very little attention in cold war scholarship the volume thus offers a
window into a hitherto neglected perspective on the cold war via a series of case studies the chapters here present new viewpoints on the evolution of the global cold war through the exploration of
the ensuing internal and mainly external policy choices of these nations this book will be of much interest to students of cold war studies international history foreign policy security studies and ir in
general

Inside China's Cold War

2008
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a history of the struggles over identity within the japanese american community using ethnic festivals to reveal the conflicts from the 1930s a period of wealthy japanese enclaves through the wwii
internment to the late 20th century influx of investment from japan

The Refugee Challenge in Post-Cold War America

2017-08-01

the israel yearbook on human rights an annual published under the auspices of the faculty of law of tel aviv university since 1971 is devoted to publishing studies by distinguished scholars in israel and
other countries on human rights in peace and war with particular emphasis on problems relevant to the state of israel and the jewish people the yearbook also incorporates documentary materials
relating to israel and the administered areas which are not otherwise available in english including summaries of judicial decisions compilations of legislative enactments and military proclamations
volume 26 contains amongst others articles on the essence of democracy democracy in international relations the threats to democracy and democracy in israel and the palestinian authority

Neutrality and Neutralism in the Global Cold War

2015-12-22

not every presidential visit to the theatre is as famous as lincoln s last night at ford s but american presidents attended the theatre long before and long after that ill fated night in 1751 george
washington saw his first play the london merchant during a visit to barbados john quincy adams published dramatic critiques william mckinley avoided the theatre while in office on professional as well
as moral grounds richard nixon met his wife at a community theatre audition surveying 255 years this volume examines presidential theatre going as it has reflected shifting popular tastes in america

Japanese American Celebration and Conflict

2002-06-03

few episodes in american history were more transformative than world war ii and in no region did it bring greater change than in the west having lifted the united states out of the great depression world
war ii set in motion a massive westward population movement ignited a quarter century boom that redefined the west as the nation s most economically dynamic region and triggered unprecedented public
investment in manufacturing education scientific research and infrastructure an economic revolution that would lay the groundwork for prodigiously innovative high tech centers in silicon valley the
puget sound area and elsewhere amidst robust economic growth and widely shared prosperity in the post war decades westerners made significant strides toward greater racial and gender equality even
as they struggled to manage the environmental consequences of their region s surging vitality at the same time wartime policies that facilitated the federal withdrawal of western public lands and the
occupation of pacific islands for military use continued an ongoing project of u s expansionism at home and abroad this volume explores the lasting consequences of a pivotal chapter in u s history and
offers new categories for understanding the post war west contributors to this volume include mark brilliant geraldo l cadava matthew dallek mary l dudziak jared farmer david m kennedy daniel j
kevles rebecca jo plant gavin wright and richard white

Israel Yearbook on Human Rights, Volume 26 (1996)

2020-10-26

an innovative deeply researched history of chinese medicine in america and the surprising interplay between eastern and western medical practice chinese medicine has a long history in the united states with
written records dating back to the american colonial period in this intricately crafted history tamara venit shelton chronicles the dynamic systems of knowledge therapies and materia medica crossing
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between china and the united states from the eighteenth century to the present chinese medicine she argues has played an important and often unacknowledged role in both facilitating and undermining the
consolidation of medical authority among formally trained biomedical scientists in the united states practitioners of chinese medicine as racial embodiments of irregular medicine became useful foils for
western physicians struggling to assert their superiority of practice at the same time chinese doctors often embraced and successfully employed orientalist stereotypes to sell their services to non
chinese patients skeptical of modern biomedicine what results is a story of racial constructions immigration politics cross cultural medical history and the lived experiences of asian americans in
american history

American Presidents Attend the Theatre

2009-09-10

powerful strategies tools and techniques for educators teaching students critical reading skills in the humanities every educator understands the importance of teaching students how to read
critically even the best teachers however find it challenging to translate their own learned critical reading practices into explicit strategies for their students critical reading across the curriculum
humanities volume 1 presents exceptional insight into what educators require to facilitate critical and creative thinking skills written by scholar educators from across the humanities each of the
thirteen essays in this volume describes strategies educators have successfully executed to develop critical reading skills in students studying the humanities these include ways to help students focus
actively re read and reflect to re think and re consider understand the close relationship between reading and writing become cognizant of the critical importance of context in critical reading and of
making contextual connections learn to ask the right questions in critical reading and reasoning appreciate reading as dialogue debate and engaged conversation in addition teachers will find an
abundance of innovative exercises and activities encouraging students to practice their critical reading skills these can easily be adapted for and applied across many disciplines and course curricula in
the humanities the lifelong benefits of strong critical reading skills are undeniable students with properly developed critical reading skills are confident learners with an enriched understanding of the
world around them they advance academically and are prepared for college success this book arms educators librarians high school teachers university lecturers and beyond with the tools to teach a
most paramount lesson

World War II and the West It Wrought

2020-04-28

revision of author s thesis doctoral columbia university 2013 titled strange commodity of cultural exchange martha graham and the state department on tour 1955 1987

Herbs and Roots

2019-11-26

southeast asian countries represent a wide range of approaches to military modernisation due to their great diversity in politics economies geography and other factors bounded by the pacific and indian
oceans and located between china and india is the setting for the geostrategic impacts of military modernisation in southeast asian countries differing from previous research focused on military
acquisition this book additionally covers retention of assets and carefully examines the ageing issues that affect readiness and capabilities in doing so it provides a comprehensive view of military
modernisation this book also compares each country s situation in the region in terms of military strength and security challenges to elaborate on the geostrategic impacts of military modernisation
the ten cases of military modernisation in the post cold war context provide rich content for readers to explore the evolution of military modernisation in developing countries after 1991 this book
sheds light on security studies of southeast asia and is a useful resource for academic researchers policy makers and defence practitioners
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Critical Reading Across the Curriculum

2017-02-06

a popular subject in sociology and cultural studies divorce has until recently been overlooked by literary critics spanning nearly a century during which the divorce rate skyrocketed love american
style traces the treatment of divorce in the american novel this book draws upon popular sociological political and architectural history to illustrate how divorce reflects conflicting ideologies
and notions of american identity focusing primarily on work by william dean howells edith wharton mary mccarthy and john updike kimberly freeman delineates a system of tropes particular to divorce in
american novels such as the association of divorce with the west and modernity the dismantling of the home and the disruption of the boundary between the public and the private these tropes suggest a
literary tradition of love marriage and divorce that is central to twentieth century american fiction offering an explanation for both the treatment of divorce in the american novel as well as its
predominance in american culture this book should appeal to scholars of american literature and popular culture or anyone interested in how divorce has become so american

Martha Graham's Cold War

2020

uses statistical tables charts photographs maps and illustrations to explore everyday life in the united states during the cold war period

Military Modernisation in Southeast Asia after the Cold War

2024-04-01

this detailed two volume set tells the story of the cold war the dominant international event of the second half of the 20th century through a diverse selection of primary source documents one of
the most extensive to date this set of primary source documents studies the cold war comprehensively from its beginning with the emergence of the world s first communist government in russia in late
1917 to its end in 1991 all of the key events including the berlin blockade the korean war the cuban missile crisis the vietnam war and the nuclear arms race are discussed in detail the primary sources
provide insight into the thinking of all participants drawing on western soviet asian and latin american perspectives in the cold war interpreting conflict through primary documents primary documents
are organized chronologically allowing readers to appreciate the ramifications of the cold war within a clear time frame extensive interpretive commentary provides in depth background and context for
each document this work is an indispensable reference for all readers seeking to become deeply knowledgeable about the cold war

Love American Style

2004-03-01

faced with an increasingly formidable anti ship cruise missile threat from the soviet union in the early days of the cold war and with the recent memory of the kamikaze threat from world war ii the usn
placed a great priority on developing air defence cruise missiles and getting them to sea to protect the fleet the first of these missiles were sizable necessitating large ships to carry them and their
sensors which resulted in the conversion of a mix of heavy and light cruisers these ships tasked with protecting carrier groups and acting as flagships entered service from 1955 and served until 1980
the cruisers served in the front lines of the cold war and many saw combat service engaging in surface actions from vietnam to the persian gulf complementing the conventionally powered missile cruisers
was a much smaller number of expensive nuclear powered cruisers including the long beach the usn s largest ever missile cruiser until replaced by the ticonderoga and burke classes of aegis ships the usn s
38 missile cruisers were the most capable and important surface combatants in the fleet and served all over the globe during the cold war using specially commissioned artwork and meticulous research
this illustrated title explores the story of these cruisers in unparalleled detail revealing the history behind their development and employment
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Cold War America, 1946 To 1990

2014-05-14

The Cold War [2 volumes] [2 volumes]
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US Navy Cold War Guided Missile Cruisers
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